Academic Planning
Overview

- The Form
- Choosing Classes
- Filling in the form
- Getting signatures
The Form

- Complete plan for your degree
- Used as basis for contracting/scholarships
- Rigid Flexibility!
Choosing Classes

What do I need?
- Undergraduate Catalog
- Major Academic Planners (MAP)
  - [Link](www.baylor.edu/university_advisement/MAPs)

What do I have already?
- BearWeb
  - Transcript
  - Degree Audit

What is left to take?
- AFROTC Det 810 Form 48
Fill In The Form

- Fill in blocks 1, 2, 3 and 4
  - Name
  - Major
  - Completed Date
  - Academic School
- Block 5 will be completed by your academic advisor.
Use the MAP & Catalog to fill in block 7

Course numbers
- Correct - PSC 1305, BIO 1305, SOC 1305, ENG 1302
- NOT – 1305, 1305, 1305, 1302

Course Titles
- Abbreviate as needed
- Not every BIO class is titled Biology, be specific

Double up only if needed

Include All Summer Terms even if taken away from Baylor
Academic advisor review

- This does not constitute your academic advising needed for registration
- Submit your forms to your academic advisor
- You can find the contact info in BearWeb
- Plan for at least two business days
- If you want it faster...
Form Reviews

- ROTC Reviewer Signatures
In order to be ready to register for classes, you need to be advised.

Form 48 Review DOES NOT constitute an advising session.
Course Equivalencies

BBA
- AS 1111 counts as Personal Development course
- AS 3301 replaces MGT 3305
- AS 3302 counts as one Communication Option course
- AS 4302 counts as a social studies

ECS – AS 1111 counts as one LF requirement

BA and BS Degrees – AS 1111, 1112, 2111, & 2112 count as all LF requirements
Summary

- The Form
- Choosing Classes
- Filling in the form
- Getting signatures
QUESTIONS?